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COUNTING EXTENSIONS OF NUMBER FIELDS WITH FROBENIUS GALOIS GROUP
HARSH MEHTA
Abstract. Let G be a Frobenius group with an abelian Frobenius kernel F and let k be a finite extension of Q. We obtain
an upper bound for the number of degree |F | algebraic extensions K/k with Galois group G with the norm of the discriminant
Nk/Q(dK/k) bounded above by X. We extend this method for any group G that has an abelian normal subgroup. If G has
an abelian normal subgroup, then we obtain upper bounds for the number of degree |G| extensions N/k with Galois group G
with bounded norm of the discriminant. Malle made a conjecture about what the order of magnitude of this quantity should be
as the degree of the extension d and underlying Galois group G vary. We show that under the ℓ-torsion conjecture, the upper
bounds we achieve for certain pairs d and G agree with the prediction of Malle. Unconditionally we show that the upper bound
for the number of degree 6 extensions with Galois group A4 also satisfies Malle’s weak conjecture.
0.1. This is a preliminary version of this work.
1. Introduction
Let K/k be a degree d extension that lies in a fixed algebraic closure of Q. We assume that G = Gal(Kˆ/k) is non-trivial
and view it as a permutation group G ≤ Sd that acts transitively on d letters. We are interested in Nd(k,G;X) as X →∞,
where
Nd(k,G;X) = |{K/k : Gal(Kˆ/k) ∼= G, [K : k] = d, and Nk/Q(dK/k) ≤ X}|. (1.1)
Malle made a conjecture [22] on what the order of magnitude of Nd(k,G;X) should be, and in order to state it we need
notation.
Definition 1.1. Let G be a non-trivial subgroup of the permutation group Sd. Let G act transitively on [d] := {1, 2, . . . , d}
and let g ∈ G.
1. The index of g, is ind(g) := d− the number of orbits of g on [d].
2. ind(G) := min{ind(g) : 1 6= g ∈ G}.
3. a(G, d) := 1/ind(G).
Now we are in a position to state what Malle conjectured. Malle conjectured that
Nd(k,G;X) ∼ c(k,G)X
a(G,d) logb(k,G,d)−1(X),
for a certain explicit function b that depends on k, G and d. For a precise formulation of his original conjecture see [22]. For
our purpose it suffices to consider a weaker form of the conjecture.
Conjecture 1.2. [Malle’s weak conjecture] For any non-trivial group G ≤ Sd acting transitively on [d], and any number
field k,
Xa(G,d) ≪ Nd(k,G;X)≪ X
a(G,d)+ǫ (1.2)
holds for all ǫ > 0 as X →∞.
Throughout this work, we say f(X) ≪ g(X) when there exist positive constants C and N such that for all X > N , we
have |f(X)| ≤ C|g(X)|. We say f(X) = O(g(X)) if and only if f(X)≪ g(X).
The purpose of this work is to establish upper bounds for Nd(k,G;X) for certain pairs (G, d). We study the case that G
is a finite non-trivial subgroup of Sd as above, and impose another condition on G: G must satisfy
0→ F → G→ H → 0 (1.3)
where F is non-trivial and abelian. With G described as above, we develop the work of Klu¨ners [18] and Ellenberg and
Venkatesh [15] to obtain upper bounds for N|G|(k,G;X). Moreover, if G is a Frobenius group with an abelian Frobenius
kernel F, we make use of a Brauer relation to obtain upper bounds for N|F |(k,G;X).
Definition 1.3. Let F1 be the set of groups {1} 6= G ≤ Sd that act transitively on [d] and satisfy (1.3). Let F and H be
defined as in (1.3). We define F to be the subset of F1 that contains all groups G that are Frobenius, with Frobenius kernel
F. G is said to be Frobenius if for all g ∈ G \H , H ∩Hg = {1} where Hg := {ghg−1 : h ∈ H}.
Example 1.4. For odd m, F contains dihedral groups Dm. Let Cn denote the cyclic group of order n. F also contains
groups of the form Cℓ ⋊ Cℓ−1, where ℓ is an odd prime. Groups such as A4 × C2 are contained in F1 \ F .
Before stating the main result, we give an example of what the expected order of magnitude for Nd(k,G;X) is under
Malle’s conjecture.
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Example 1.5. Let G = Dℓ = {r, s|rℓ = s2 = (sr)2 = 1} be the dihedral group of size 2ℓ, with ℓ an odd prime. Let G act on
[ℓ] = {1, . . . , ℓ} by the induced left multiplication action of Sℓ acting on [ℓ]. In particular,
s = (1)(ℓ 2)(ℓ− 1 3)(ℓ− 2 4) . . .
(
ℓ+ 3
2
ℓ+ 1
2
)
r = (1 2 . . . ℓ).
The rotation r has one orbit, therefore ind(r) = ℓ − 1. The reflection s has one orbit of length one (the fixed point) and
(ℓ − 1)/2 orbits of length 2, implying there are (ℓ + 1)/2 orbits in total. This implies that elements of order 2, have the
smallest index, ind(s) = (ℓ − 1)/2. Thus a(Dℓ, ℓ) = 2/(ℓ − 1). By a similar argument (provided explicitly in Section 2) one
can conclude that a(Dℓ, 2ℓ) = 1/ℓ.
Notation 1.6. Throughout this work ǫ will be an arbitrary (small) positive constant. With the notation in Definition (1.3),
all groups in F1 are finite, with |F | = m and |H | = t. Let p and p1 denote the smallest prime divisors of m and t respectively.
Let M/k be a Galois extension with Galois group H . Let ClM [m] be the m-torsion elements of the ideal class group of M .
Let D(H,m) = D be any known constant such that |ClM [m]| ≪ dDM/Q. Let a1(G, d) denote a known constant such that
Nd(k,G;X)≪ X
a1(G,d)+ǫ.
Let a(G, d) denote the constant defined in Definition 1.1. Corresponding to this notation, we have the following field diagram.
N
K = Fix(H)
M = Fix(F )
k
|H|=t
|F |
|F |=m
|H|
|G| (1.4)
The main result of this paper is the following:
Theorem 1.7. With notation as above, we have
Nd(k,G;X)≪ X
A(G,d)+ǫ
where A(G, d), d, and G are given by:
G d A(G, d)
G ∈ F m max
(
(D+a1(H,t))×t
m−1 ,
p
m(p−1)
)
G ∈ F1 mt max
(
a1(H,t)+D
m ,
p
mt(p−1)
)
Here,
D = min
p
p|m
(D(k,H, p)).
If we are able to attain better upper bounds for D then A(G, d) may reduce, implying a tighter upper bound. It is believed
that D can be arbitrarily small.
Conjecture 1.8. (ℓ-torsion conjecture) Let K/Q be a number field of degree n. Then for every ℓ ∈ N, |ClK [ℓ]| ≪n,ℓ,ǫ dǫK/Q.
The impetus for this conjecture may be found in Duke [13], Zhang [25] and Brumer and Silverman [8].
Corollary 1.9. Let G be a group in F1. If we assume the following conditions:
• The ℓ-torsion conjecture holds, in particular, we need that |ClK [ℓ]| ≪K,ℓ,ǫ dǫK/Q for any prime divisor ℓ of [N :M ].
• N|H|(k,H ;X) satisfies Malle’s conjecture.
then the following hold true
(1) For any G in F1, N|G|(k,G;X) satisfies Malle’s conjecture.
(2) For any Cm ⋊ Ct in F , N|F |(k,G;X) satisfies Malle’s conjecture.
Example 1.10. With the same notation as in Theorem 1.7 above we have the following results:
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G Conditions d A(G, d) a(G, d)
Cℓ ⋊ Cℓ−1 ℓ is an odd prime ℓ 12 +
2
ℓ−1 2/ℓ− 1
Cℓ ⋊ Cℓ−1 ℓ is an odd prime ℓ2 − ℓ 12ℓ +
2
ℓ(ℓ−1) 2/(ℓ(ℓ− 1))
A4 4 0.7783 1/2
C32 ⋊ (C7 ⋊ C3) 168 9/112 1/84
C32 ⋊ (C7 ⋊ C3) ℓ-torsion conjecture 168 1/84 1/84
C32 ⋊ C7 k = Q 8 0.595 1/4
C103 ⋊ C17 k = Q 103 0.0104 0.09369
C23 ⋊ C4 6 1/2 1/2
A4 6 1/2 1/2
The first 3 examples are direct consequences of Theorem 1.7, the next two examples are shown by applying Theorem 1.7
twice. The last four examples are extensions of the method used to prove Theorem 1.7. The last two examples indicate
that the method can be used to obtain upper bounds for Nd(k,G;X) for d 6= mt in certain cases. In fact, the last examples
implies that, unconditionally, we have N6(k,A4;X)≪ X1/2+ǫ and N6(k, C23 ⋊C4;X)≪ X
1/2+ǫ which are exactly as Malle’s
conjecture predicts. Details regarding these extensions may be found in Section 4.1.
We outline the main ideas behind obtaining an upper bound for Nmt(k,G;X) for G ∈ F1. Fix the notation as in Diagram
1.4.
• Fix a base field k and a degree t extension M/k with Galois group H. The idea is to exploit the discriminant relation
dN/k = d
m
M/kNM/k(dN/M ).
• We count the number of abelian extensions N/M of degree m with the discriminant dN/M having a certain fixed
support. To count Nmt(k,G;X), we sum over all M/k and the corresponding possible supports of dN/M . Precisely,
Nmt(k,G;X) is bounded above by
|{M/k with Nk/Q(dM/k) ≤ X
1/m}| ×
∣∣∣{abelian extensions N/M of degree m, with NM/Q(dN/M ) ≤ XNk/Q(dM/k)m
}∣∣∣.
• Show that the number of distinct integer values NM/Q(dN/M ) ≤ X above can take is O(X
1/R(G)) for some function
R that depends only on G. We can do this by finding the power of the primes ℓ ∈ Z that ramify tamely in N and
ℓ ∤ Nk/Q(dM/k). This is made precise in Lemma 3.2.
Obtaining upper bounds for Nm(k,G;X) for groups in F is done in the same manner as above, with a different discriminant
relation, one stemming from a Brauer relation.
1.1. Known results. Malle made his conjecture in 2002, though the problem of counting number fields ordered by an
invariant has been investigated earlier. A conjecture in this direction, generally attributed to Linnik, states that if we fix a
number field k the number of degree d extensions K/k with Nk/Q(dK/k) ≤ X for X →∞ is O(X). We denote the statement
of Linnik’s conjecture as
Nd(k;X) = Od,k(X). (1.5)
The conjecture holds for d ≤ 5.. The cases of d = 1 and N2(Q;X) are trivial and do agree with the conjecture. The order of
magnitude for N2(k;X) and N3(k;X) for general k were obtained by Datskovsky and Wright [12] who show that
N3(k;X) = CkX + o(X)
for an explicit constant Ck that depends on k. Manjul Bhargava showed that N4(Q;X) ∼ c4X and N5(Q;X) ∼ c5X in
[3] and [4]. For arbitrary k and permutation groups Sd, Bhargava, Shankar and Wang [7] compute explicit constants cd in
Nd(k, Sd;X) = cdX+ o(X) for d = 2, 3, 4 and 5. Ellenberg and Venkatesh [15] establish upper bounds for all d > 3, precisely,
they show for a positive constant C,
Nd(k;X)≪ X
exp(C
√
log d).
The upper bounds that are conjectured by Malle are never greater than one, thereby making it a stronger conjecture than
(1.5). For abelian groups, Wright [24] established the order of magnitude of N|G|(k,G;X), showing that it does satisfy Malle’s
conjecture. For any group G with an |G| > 4, Ellenberg and Venkatesh [15] show that N|G|(k,G;x)≪ X3/8+ǫ. The result in
Theorem 1.7 match the results in [15] and only do better when there is non trivial information about the size of the torsion
of the class group available to use. The method of proof for bounding N|G|(k,G;X) for G ∈ F1 in [15] is almost the same as
the method here except they do not make explicit use of the size of the class group. Klu¨ners was the first to explicitly study
a Frobenius group, G = Dℓ where ℓ is an odd prime. We generalize his techniques to all groups in F . Klu¨ners showed the
following
Nℓ(k,Dℓ;X)≪ X
3
ℓ−1+ǫ N2ℓ(k,Dℓ;X)≪ X
3
2ℓ+ǫ. (1.6)
The first of the above results was improved upon by Cohen and Thorne in [11], Theorem 1.1, in the case that k = Q. Their
methods also imply an improvement in N2ℓ(Q, Dℓ;X). Their method applies non-trivial bounds for the average value of
Cl
Q(
√
D)[ℓ], they show
Nℓ(Q, Dℓ;X)≪ X
3
ℓ−1− 1ℓ2−ℓ+ǫ. (1.7)
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The above result is implied by work of Pierce, Turnage-Butterbaugh and Wood [23]. Pierce, Turnage-Butterbaugh and Wood
additionally establish non-trivial upper bounds for the size of the m-torsion of the class group for almost all Galois extensions
M/Q with a wide range of possible Galois groups. Using these bounds for quadratic extensions, Theorem 1.7 subsumes the
result of Cohen and Thorne for Nℓ(Q, Dℓ;X) and improves on the result of Klu¨ners’ for N2ℓ(Q, Dℓ;X) by showing
N2ℓ(Q, Dℓ;X)≪ X
3
2ℓ− 32ℓ2 +ǫ.
For the Frobenius group C5 ⋊ C4, we are able to show N5(k, C5 ⋊ C4;X)≪ X1+ǫ which is not as tight as the upper bound
of Bhargava, Cojocaru and Thorne, [5] who show
N5(k, C5 ⋊ C4;X)≪ X
39/40+ǫ. (1.8)
Alberts [1] showed upper bounds for Nd(k,G;X) in the case that G is a solvable group. The set of solvable groups is a subset
of the groups in F1. Upper bounds for N|G|(k,G;X) for solvable groups that we are able to show in this paper are as tight,
or tighter than the upper bounds for the same quantity in Alberts’ work. For Frobenius groups G ∈ F , upper bounds for
N|F |(k,G;X) are tighter in this work than they are in [1]. Alberts’ method has other advantages such as it may be used
to count number fields ordered by an invariant other than the discriminant, such as the conductor. Alberts is also able to
obtain upper bounds for Nd(k,G;X) for all d 6= |G|. Recently, Alberts [2] wrote another paper that computed lower bounds
for Nd(k,G;X) as well for G ∈ F1.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discuss the structure of Frobenius groups and introduces the Brauer relation.
Section 3 contains technical lemmas needed to prove the main theorem, and then proves the main theorem. Section 4 is divided
into two sections that talk about different ways to generalize the method of the proof. Section 4.1 explores how the method
may be extended to obtain upper bounds for Nd(k,G;X) for d /∈ {m,mt}, for instance, we show N6(k,A4;X) ≪ X
1/2+ǫ.
Section 4.2 explores how non-trivial bounds for |ClM [ℓ]| for almost all extensions M/k for a certain family of field extensions
may be used to improve Nd(k,G;X). And finally, Section 5 inspects in which situation a stronger bound for |ClM [ℓ]| does
and does not play a further role in improving upper bounds for Nd(k,G;X).
2. Frobenius groups
We introduce Frobenius groups here and compute the expected order of magnitude for Nm(k, Cm ⋊ Ct;X). A Frobenius
group G ≤ Sm acts transitively on [m] such that no non-trivial element fixes more than one point and some non-trivial
element fixes a point. Frobenius groups have form G = F ⋊H where the normal subgroup F is referred to as the Frobenius
kernel and |H | = t is a divisor of m − 1. We now explore the structure of a certain family of Frobenius groups, those that
have the form G = Cm ⋊ Ct. Under Notation 1.6 we compute a(G,m) and a(G,mt). We represent G as
Cm ⋊ Ct = {ψ, σ : ψ
t = σm = 1, ψσψ−1 = σv}
where v is any primitive root modulo m. The action of G on a set of m elements is unique. When G acts on the set of m
elements, every σ has orbits of length s and a total of m/s orbits, where s is some divisor of m. Every ψ has one fixed point
in this action, and every other orbit has length j where j is some divisor of t. Therefore
ind(σ) = m−
m
s
ind(ψ) = m−
(
1 +
m− 1
j
)
.
This implies
a(Cm ⋊ Ct,m) =
1
m−max
(
m
p , 1 +
m−1
p1
) . (2.1)
We now compute a(G,mt). More generally, we show that for any group G, if p is the smallest prime divisor of |G|, then
a(G, |G|) =
1
|G|
p
p− 1
. (2.2)
Every group G has an element g of order p. Every orbit of g has length p and hence g has |G|/p orbits. No non-identity
element can have more orbits since the length of each orbit must be a divisor of |G|. Hence g is the element with most orbits,
which shows the claim.
The main tool in showing upper bounds for Nm(k,G;X) when G is Frobenius, is a Brauer relation. By a result of Klu¨ners
and Fieker ([16], Theorem 4):
Theorem 2.1. Fix an algebraic number field k. Let G = F ⋊ H be any Frobenius group. Let N/k be a normal extension
with Gal(N/k) = G. Let K be the fixed field of H and M be the fixed field of F . Then
dK/k = d
(|F |−1)/|H|
M/k NM/k(dN/M )
1/|H|. (2.3)
Observe that F need not be abelian.
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3. Upper bounds
This section is divided into two subsections, the first establishes the technical tools needed to prove Theorem 1.7, and the
second subsection proves it. A broad overview of the procedure can be found in the introduction. Throughout this section,
we use the notation established in Notation 1.6 and Diagram 1.4.
3.1. Technical results. We now make more precise the definition of D that was defined in Notation 1.6. Let M/k be a
Galois extension with Galois group H . Then
D = D(k,H,m) := lim sup
dM/Q
log(|ClM [m]|)
log(|dM/Q)|
. (3.1)
Lemma 3.1. Let M/k be a finite extension of degree t. Let P be a finite set of primes in OM . The number of abelian
extensions N/M of degree m which are at most ramified in P is bounded above by
C|P |Ok
(
Nk/Q(dM/k)
D) .
Proof. Let m = m0m∞ such that m0 is the product of primes in P and m∞ consists of the real places of M. Every extension
N/M as described above is a subfield of the ray class field of m.
Denote the ray class group of m by ClM (m). The following is an exact sequence for ray class groups,
O×M → (OM/m)
× → ClM (m)→ ClM → 1.
By class field theory, subgroups of index m of ClM (m) are in bijection with abelian extensions N/M of degreem with ramified
primes contained in P. Thus we compute the m-torsion of the ray class group ClM (m). By the exact sequence above,
|ClM (m)[m]| ≤ |(OM/m)
×[m]| × |ClM [m]|.
By the Chinese remainder theorem, with Mν denoting the completion of M with respect to the norm ν, we have
(OM/m)
× = (OM/m0)× ⊕ (OM/m∞)× =
∏
p∈P
(OM/p
ep)×
∏
ν|m∞
M×ν /M
+
ν .
Hence we have that |(OM/m0)×[m]| is bounded above by 2(m[M :Q]|P |). There are at most [M : Q] distinct real places, hence
the contribution to the |(O/m)×[m]| from the real places is bounded above by 2[M :Q]. Hence, by choosing C ≥ (2m)2[M :Q],
|(OM/m)
×[m]| ≤ C|P |.
By (3.1),
|ClM [m]| ≪ d
D
M/Q ≪ (d
t
k/QNk/Q(dM/k))
D ≪k Nk/Q(dM/k)D.
By combining the two pieces above, we have that the number of abelian extensions of degree m with discriminant supported
on m is bounded above by C|P |Ok(Nk/Q(dM/k)D).

Lemma 3.2. Fix a tower of number fields M/k/Q. Fix G ∈ F1 and its corresponding normal abelian subgroup F. For any
integer s such that s|m and s > 1 we have that∣∣∣∣∣
{
L/M :[L :M ] = s, L/M is abelian
Gal(Lˆ/M) = F , Gal(Lˆ/k) = G, NM/Q(dL/M ) ≤ X
}∣∣∣∣∣≪G,ǫ,k Cω(Nk/Q(dM/k))Nk/Q(dM/k)D+ǫX1/R (3.2)
where R is the largest integer such that for all primes q ∈ Z such that q ∤ dM/Q[L : Q] and q|NM/Q(dL/M ), q
R|NM/Q(dL/M ).
If L/k is a Galois extension, R ≥ |G|(1 − p−1), if L/M is not Galois, R ≥ p− 1 where p is the smallest divisor of |F |.
The tower of fields N/L/M/k may be represented as follows:
N
L
M = Fix(F )
k
m/s
s
|H|
|G|
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Proof. Let PL/M (OM ) denote the set of primes in M that ramify in the extension L/M. Let PL/M (Z) be the set of primes
in Z that divide NM/Q(dL/M ) and let ℓ denote a prime in Z. Since |PL/M (Z)| = Ok,G(|PL/M (OM )|), by Lemma 3.1, with
M/Q and PL/M (Z) fixed, we have ∑
L/M
[L:M ]=s, L/M is abelian
ℓ|NM/k(dL/M)→ℓ∈PL/M(Z)
1≪G,ǫ,k Nk/Q(dM/k)
DC|PL/M (Z)|.
Now we relax the condition that PL/M (Z) is fixed, and sum over all degree s extensions NM/Q(dL/M ) ≤ X . First we define
PM (X) as
PM (X) =
⋃
L/M
[L:M ]=s,L/M is abelian
NM/Q(dL/M)≤X
PL/M (Z).
Hence we have
∑
L/M
[L:M ]=s, L/M is abelian
Gal(Lˆ/M)=F , Gal(Lˆ/k)=G
NM/Q(dL/M)≤X
1≪ Nk/Q(dM/k)
D ∑
PL/M (Z)∈PM(X)
C|PL/M (Z)|
(3.3)
We can split each PL/M (Z) into the union of two disjoint sets, PL/M (Z) = UL/M (Z) ∪ VL/M (Z) such that
• Every ℓ ∈ UL/M (Z) is such that ℓ is tamely ramified in L/Q and ℓ ∤ dM/Q.
• Every ℓ ∈ VL/M (Z) is such that ℓ|dM/Q[L : Q].
Hence
PM (X) =


⋃
L/M
[L:M ]=s,L/M is abelian
NM/Q(dL/M)≤X
UL/M (Z)

 ∪


⋃
L/M
[L:M ]=s,L/M is abelian
NM/Q(dL/M)≤X
VL/M (Z)

 .
This implies that
Nk/Q(dM/k)
D ∑
PL/M (Z)∈PM(X)
C|PL/M (Z)| ≪ Nk/Q(dM/k)D
∑
UL/M (Z)∈PM(X)
C|UL/M (Z)|
∑
VL/M(Z)∈PM(X)
C|VL/M (Z)|.
(3.4)
As dM/Q[L : Q] is fixed,∑
VL/M(Z)∈PM(X)
C|VL/M (Z)| ≤
∑
d|dM/Q[L:Q]
µ2(d)Cω(d) = (C + 1)ω(dM/Q[N :Q]) ≪k,G C
ω(dM/Q)
1 . (3.5)
For a prime ℓ ∈ UL/M (Z), denote the exact power of ℓ dividing NM/Q(dL/M ) by νℓ(NM/Q(dL/M )). Since ℓ is tamely
ramified, we have that
ℓOL =
gℓ(L/Q)∏
i=1
P
e(Pi,ℓ)
i νℓ(NM/Q(dL/M )) =
gℓ(L/Q)∑
i=1
f(Pi, ℓ)(e(Pi, ℓ)− 1)
with e(Pi, ℓ) and f(Pi, ℓ) being the respective ramification degrees and inertia degrees. Consider first the case that L/k is
a Galois extension. In this case m = [L : M ] and we see that νℓ(NM/Q(dL/M )) ≥ |G|(1 − p
−1) where p is the smallest prime
divisor of m. Hence we have
∑
UL/M(Z)∈PM(X)
C|UL/M(Z)| ≪
∑
n|G|(1−p−1)≤X
µ2(n)Cω(n) ≪k,G X
1
|G|(1−p−1)
+ǫ
. (3.6)
If L/k is not a Galois extension, then the smallest any e(Pi, ℓ) > 1 can be is p where p is the smallest prime divisor of |F |.
By combining (3.3), (3.5) and (3.6), we get (3.2).

Note that in the above proof, we only made use of the fact that Gal(Lˆ/M) = F and were not able to make use of the fact
that Gal(Lˆ/k) = G.
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Proposition 3.3. [Abel Summation] Let f and g be functions with f : (N∩ [1, X ])→ C and let g be a differentiable function
on [1, X ]. Let Mf(X) :=
∑
n≤X f(n), we have∑
n≤X
f(n)g(n) =Mf(X)g(X)−
∫ X
1
Mf(t)g
′(t)dt. (3.7)
3.2. Proof of main theorem. Throughout this section, we use the terminology established in Notation 1.6 and Diagram
1.4. We let G ∈ F1 be the Galois group of the Galois extension N/k. Our strategy to obtain an upper bound for Nm(k,G;X)
for G ∈ F and Nmt(k,G;X) for G ∈ F1 is to make use of (2.3) and the following discriminant relation
dN/k = d
m
M/kNM/k(dN/M ). (3.8)
For G ∈ F1, using (3.8) we have
Nmt(k,G;X) ≤
∑
M/k
Nk/Q(dM/k)≤X1/m
Gal(M/k)=H
∑
N/M
[N :M ]=m, Gal(N/M)=F
NM/Q(dN/M)≤XNk/Q(dM/k)−m
1.
(3.9)
Similarly for G ∈ F , using (2.3) we have
Nm(k,G;X) ≤
∑
M/k
Nk/Q(dM/k)≤Xt/(m−1)
Gal(M/k)=H
∑
N/M
[N :M ]=m, Gal(N/M)=F
NM/Q(dN/M)≤XtNk/Q(dM/k)−(m−1)
1.
(3.10)
We first bound (3.10). By Lemma 3.2 the inner sum above is
∑
N/M
[N :M ]=m, Gal(N/M)=F
NM/Q(dN/M)≤XtNk/Q(dM/k)−(m−1)
1≪ X
p
m(p−1)Nk/Q(dM/k)
D− m−1
mt(1−p−1)
+ǫ
Cω(Nk/Q(dM/k)).
This implies that
Nm(k,G;X)≪X
p
m(p−1)+ǫ
∑
M/k
Nk/Q(dM/k)≤Xt/(m−1)
Gal(M/k)=H
Nk/Q(dM/k)
D− m−1
mt(1−p−1)
+ǫ
Cω(Nk/Q(dM/k)).
(3.11)
By assumption we have ∑
M/k
Nk/Q(dM/k)≤Y
Gal(M/k)=H
1 = Nt(k,H ;Y )≪ Y
a1(H,t)+ǫ.
Consequently, by Abel summation, (3.11) is bounded above by
Nm(k,G;X)≪X
p
m(p−1)+ǫ
(
X
t
m−1
(
a1(H,t)+D− m−1
mt(1−p−1)
)
+ǫ
+O(1)
)
≪X
p
m(p−1)
+ǫ +X
t(a1(H,t)+D)
m−1 +ǫ.
(3.12)
Using (3.9) we now obtain the upper bound for Nmt(k,G;X) in similar fashion.
Nmt(k,G;X)≪X
p
mt(p−1)+ǫ
∑
M/k
Nk/Q(dM/k)≤Xt/(m−1)
Gal(M/k)=H
Nk/Q(dM/k)
D− pt(p−1)+ǫCω(Nk/Q(dM/k))
≪X
p
mt(p−1)
+ǫ
(
X
1
m (a1(H,t)+D− pt(p−1) ) +O(1)
)
≪X
p
mt(p−1)+ǫ +X
a1(H,t)+D
m +ǫ.
(3.13)
This proves Theorem 1.7.
We now prove Corollary 1.9. If Malle’s conjecture holds for Nt(k,H ;X), then a1(H, t) = p1/(t(p1 − 1)). Using this and
assuming the ℓ-torsion conjecture, (3.13) implies that
Nmt(k,G;X)≪ X
p
mt(p−1)
+ǫ +X
p1
mt(p1−1)
+ǫ
.
Using the above and equation (2.2) shows part (1) of Corollary 1.9. Assuming the ℓ-torsion conjecture and Malle’s conjecture
for Nt(k,H ;X), (3.12) agrees with (2.1). This shows part (2) of Corollary 1.9.
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4. Explicit Computations and Extensions
In this section, the tools needed to prove the examples in Example 1.10 will be addressed. The section has two parts. The
first part addresses the flexibility of the method of proof as we may use it to count subfields of various degrees. The next
part addresses the occasions in which we can say something non-trivial about the size of the m-torsion of the class group.
Throughout this section, we use the same notation as in Notation 1.6.
4.1. Extensions. In this section we obtain upper bounds for N6(k, C
2
3 ⋊ C4;X) and N6(k,A4;X). In terms of MAGMA
notation, we obtain upper bounds for N6(k, 6T 10;X) and N6(k, 6T 4;X). The method used to obtain these bounds is an
extension of the method used to prove Theorem 1.7, and can be used to bound Nd(k,G;X) for various d that depend on G.
Proposition 4.1. For any number field k, the number of degree 6 extensions N1/k with Gal(Nˆ1/k) = A4 satisfies
N6(k,A4;X)≪ X
1/2+ǫ. (4.1)
The upper bound is as predicted by Malle.
Note that A4 has normal abelian subgroup F = {e, (12)(34), (13)(24), (14)(23)}. The subgroup F1 = {e, (12)(34)} of F is
not normal in A4. To count the number of degree 6 extensions with Galois group A4, we fix a base field k and let N/k vary
over Galois extensions with Galois group A4. For each fixed N/k, we have the following field diagram with M = Fix(F ), and
up to conjugacy we set K = Fix(C3) and N1 = Fix(F1).
N
N1
K M
k
2
3
2
4 3
6
To show the proposition note that dN1/k = d
2
M/kNM/k(dN1/M ). Hence, N6(k,A4;X) is bounded above by∑
M/k
Nk/Q(dM/k)≤X1/2
Gal(M/k)=C3
∑
N1/M
[N1:M ]=2
Gal(Nˆ1/k)=A4
NM/Q(dN1/M )≤XNk/Q(dM/k)−2
1
Now we use a result by Klu¨ners.
Lemma 4.2. [Klu¨ners, [19], Lemma 4] Let N1/M/k be extensions of number fields with Gal(M/k) = H and [N1 : M ] = 2.
Assume there exists a prime p which is unramified in M/k with p||NM/Q(dN1/M ). Then Gal(Nˆ1/k) = C2 ≀H.
Since A4 6= C2 ≀ C3, there can be no prime p ∈ N that is unramified in M and p||NM/Q(dN1/M ). This implies that R in
Lemma 3.2, is 2. Hence by Lemma 3.2,
N6(k,A4;X)≪ X
1/2+ǫ
∑
M/k
Nk/Q(dM/k)≤X1/2
Gal(M/k)=C3
Nk/Q(dM/k)
D−1+ǫCω(Nk/Q(dM/k))
(4.2)
Now, using that M/k is a normal extension, and N3(k, C3;X)≪ X1/2+ǫ, and using partial summation, we have that
N6(k,A4;X)≪ X
1/2+ǫ
(
(X1/2)1/2+D−1+ǫ +O(1)
)
≪ X1/2+ǫ.
This proves the proposition.
Remark 4.3. By the same method we can show results like N14(k, C
3
2 ⋊ C7;X)≪ X
1/2+ǫ.
Example 4.4. In this example we show N6(k, C
2
3 ⋊C4;X)≪ X
1/2+ǫ. This improves on the result of Alberts ([14] Appendix
A) who was able to show N6(k, C
2
3 ⋊C4;X)≪ X
2+ǫ. Malle’s conjectured upper bound for N6(k, C
2
3 ⋊C4;X) is O(X
1/2+ǫ),
as well.
We start by fixing k and letting N/k vary over Galois extensions with Galois group Gal(N/k) = C23 ⋊C4. As N/k varies,
we have the following field diagram where the degree 6 extensions of k are denoted by N1/k. Here, N1/k need not be unique.
Here M = Fix(C23 ), M1 is the degree 2 subfield of M/k and up to conjugacy we set K = Fix(C4).
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N
K N1 M
M1
k
4
6
9
23
9
2
We note that dN1/k = d
3
M1/k
NM1/k(dN1/M1) and that M/k is a Galois extension. Since C2 is normal in C4, M1/k is a Galois
extension. Fixing M1/k we count the extensions N1/M1 with discriminant supported on a certain modulus. In particular,
N6(k, C
2
3 ⋊ C4;X) is bounded above by ∑
M1/k
Nk/Q(dM1/k)≤X1/3
Gal(M1/k)=C2
∑
N1/M1
[N1:M1]=3, N1/M1 is abelian
Gal(Nˆ1/k)=C
2
3⋊C4
NM/Q(dN1/M1)≤XNk/Q(dM1/k)−3
1.
By Lemma 3.2 for N1/M1, we have that R = 2 and we notice that
N6(k, C
2
3 ⋊ C4;X)≪ X
1/2+ǫ
∑
M1/k
Nk/Q(dM1/k)≤X1/3
Gal(M1/k)=C2
Nk/Q(dM1/k)
D−3/2Cω(Nk/Q(dM1/k))
≪ X1/2+ǫ
(
(X1/3)1+D−3/2+ǫ +O(1)
)
≪ X1/2+ǫ
where D = D(C2, 3).
Above we see that since 1+D− 3/2 ≤ 0, getting a better upper bound than 1/2 for D will not further improve the upper
bound for N6(k, C
2
3 ⋊ C4;X).
Remark 4.5. The same method can be used to show that N6(k, C
2
3 ⋊ C2;X) ≪ X
1/2+ǫ and N6(k,D6;X) ≪ X
1/2+ǫ, these
are exactly what Malle’s conjecture predicts.
4.2. Size of the Class group. The best general upper bound for D is 1/2 + ǫ however, we can do better in certain cases.
For instance, in Example 1.10 the result N4(k,A4;X) ≪ X
0.77+ǫ makes use of non-trivial bounds for the two torsion of
the class group. In particular, Bhargava, Shankar, Taniguchi, Thorne, Tsimerman, and Zhao [6] show that for any degree
3 extension M/Q, |ClM [2]| ≪ǫ |d
0.2784···+ǫ
M/Q |. Similarly, we explore the consequence of another such result about non-trivial
bounds on the size of the torsion of the class group. If M/Q is a Galois extension with Galois group Cp1 where p1 is a
prime, then we can use of non trivial estimates for ClM [ℓ] for any ℓ. We make use of this in Example 1.10 where we show
that N103(Q, C103 ⋊ C17;X)≪ X0.09369+ǫ (as opposed to what we would get otherwise, ie, ≪ X0.09375+ǫ). Pierce, Turnage-
Butterbaugh and Wood establish non-trivial bounds on D for most prime cyclic extensions M/Q, and this suffices for our
purpose. In order to make this rigorous, we need to establish terminology as stated in [23].
Definition 4.6. (δ−exceptional field)
Let M/Q be a degree n extension with Galois group G. Such an extension is called a δ−exceptional field for 0 < δ < 1/2
precisely when the Dedekind zeta function of the Galois closure Mˆ of M over Q has the property that ζMˆ (s)/ζ(s) has a zero
in the region
[1− δ]× [−(log dMˆ/Q)
2/δ, (log dMˆ/Q)
2/δ].
Theorem 4.7. [[23], Theorem 1.19] Let M/Q represent degree p extensions with Galois group Cp where p is a prime, with
dM/Q ≤ X. Fix 0 < ǫ0 < 1/(4(p− 1)). Define
δ =
ǫ0
5p+ 2/(p− 1) + 4ǫ0
.
Then we have that there are at most Op,ǫ0(X
ǫ0) fields M/Q that are δ−exceptional. Aside from the δ−exceptional fields,
every field extension M/Q that is counted in Np(Q, Cp;X) satisfies the following, for every ℓ ∈ N
|ClM [ℓ]| ≪p,ℓ,ǫ d
1
2− 12ℓ(p−1)+ǫ
M/Q . (4.3)
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In fact, Pierce, Turnage-Butterbaugh and Wood have shown similar statements for a larger set of groups. We can make
use of their results to obtain better upper bounds for certain families of groups, in particular, those families where H is a
group of the form Cp1 where p1 is a prime. We now make precise how to make use of their results. Let G = Cm ⋊ Cp1 ∈ F ,
we compute Nm(Q, G;X), and as in Diagram 1.4 M = Fix(F ). Let Dǫ0(X) be the set of δ-exceptional fields M/Q and
|dM/Q| ≤ X . Let wA = |{M/Q : N (dM/Q) = A}|. We may write equation (3.11) as
Nm(Q, Cm ⋊ Cp1 ;X)≪ X
1/m(1−p−1)+ǫ ∑
A≤Xt/(m−1)
wAA
D− m−1
mt(1−p−1)
+ǫ
≪ X1/m(1−p
−1)+ǫ


∑
A≤Xt/(m−1)
M/∈Dǫ0 (Xt/(m−1))
wAA
D1− m−1
mt(1−p−1)
+ǫ
+
∑
A≤Xt/(m−1)
M∈Dǫ0 (Xt/(m−1))
wAA
D2− m−1
mt(1−p−1)
+ǫ

 .
Here we have D1 = 1/2(1− 1/(p1m−m)) and D2 = 1/2. By Theorem 4.7∑
A≤X
M∈Dǫ0 (X)
wA = O(X
ǫ0).
Consequently the above is
≪ X1/m(1−p
−1)+ǫ
(
X
t
m−1
(
1
p1−1
+ 12− 12m(p1−1)−
m−1
mt(1−p−1)
)
+ǫ
+X
t
m−1
(
ǫ0+
1
2− m−1mt(1−p−1)
)
+ǫ
+O(1)
)
.
The second term in the parenthesis will not contribute to the main term as we can take ǫ0 < 1/(4p1 − 4). This implies that
Nm(Q, Cm ⋊ Cp1 ;X)≪ X
1/m(1−p−1)+ǫ +X
t
m−1
(
1
p1−1
+ 12− 12m(p1−1)
)
+ǫ
. (4.4)
Using that above, we can show that N103(Q, C103 ⋊ C17;X) ≪ X0.09369+ǫ. We can similarly apply this technique to
Nmt(Q, G;X) for G ∈ F1.
5. Final remarks
Finally we describe the limitations of this method. We will use the same notation here as that in Notation 1.6. Let
N/N1/M1/k be a tower of number fields with the following conditions:
1. Gal(N/k) = Gal(Nˆ1/k) = G ∈ F1.
2. M is the fixed field of F , andM1 is any subfield of M/k. Let number ofM1/k of degree [M1 : k] with Nk/Q(dM1/k) ≤ X
be bounded above by Xa(H,[M1:k]).
We classify when we need to address |ClM1 [[N1 : M1]]| and when we do not have to, when finding an upper bound for
N[N1:k](k,G;X). We have the following corresponding field diagram.
N
N1 M = Fix(F )
M1
k
We have dN1/k = d
[N1:M1]
M1/k
NM/Q(dN1/M1). We go over the same process as in equation (3.13). Let R be the smallest exponent
of a prime ℓ ∈ N that is unramified in M1 and ramified tamely in N1/Q. Recall by Lemma 3.2, R = p− 1 if N1/M1 is not a
Galois extension, and R = [N1 : k](1− p−1) in the case that N1/k is a Galois extension. If
a(H, [M1 : k]) + |ClM1 [[N1 :M1]]| −
[N1 :M1]
R
≤ 0 (5.1)
then N[N1:k](k,G;X)≪ X
1/R+ǫ. In the case that (5.1) does not hold, we have, N[N1:k](k,G;X)≪ X
r+ǫ where
r =
a(H, [M1 : k]) + |ClM1 [[N1 :M1]]|
[N1 :M1]
.
In the case that (5.1) does hold, improving the upper bound for |ClM1 [[N1 : M1]]| does not play a further role in improving
N[N1:k](k,G;X). The only obstacle from reaching Malle’s conjectured upper bounds in these cases is being able to increase
the value of the constant R (as done by Klu¨ners in Lemma 4 of [19]). As Lemma 3.2 indicates, the inequality (5.1) is less
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likely to hold in the case that N1/k is a Galois extension. In fact, when N1/k is Galois, N1 = N and M1 =M , and if Malle’s
conjecture is realized for N[M :k](k,H ;X), then (5.1) holds when
1
[M : k]
(
p1
p1 − 1
−
p
p− 1
)
+ |ClM [[N : M ]]| ≤ 0.
Here p and p1 above are the smallest prime divisors of [M : k] and [N : M ] respectively. Under the assumption of the
ℓ-torsion conjecture, the above holds only if p < p1. However, there may be instances where results weaker than the ℓ-torsion
conjecture may suffice. For instance when computing N8(k, F56;X) where showing ClM [2]≪ d
1/12
M/Q suffices to show an upper
bound that matches Malle’s conjecture.
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